
Pedro Hofhuis was born in Malaga on August 27, 1978 in a humble family. From a very young age he knows 
that his profession is the theater and with thirteen years he starts to do theater in the high school Portada 
with representations of Rings for a lady, three top hats, Blood Wedding, Don Juan Tenorio. 

He started university studies in the history of art but his desire for the performing arts led him to study stage 
direction and dramaturgy at the School of Dramatic Art in Malaga, where he would meet what he called his 
"Tres Musqueteros", Sebastián Sarmiento ( Marking theater and stage direction and dramaturgy in La la 
Imprudente), Ery Nizar (Sario Dario) and Sergio Rubio, renowned theatrical author and screenwriter. Was 
licensed in 2004 with the staging of Roberto Zucco  of Bernard-Marie Koltés. 

After his degree he packed his bags and went to live in Worcester (England) where he discovered that his 
passion for the performing arts was endless. After a year living in England receives the call of Eduardo Velasco 
and his company Avanti Teatro to work on the new show of Julio Fraga After Ricardo, a risky staging on Richard 
III by William Shakespeare written by Sergio Rubio. The show premiered at the Classical Theater Festival of 
Almagro, with an outstanding Jose Manuel Seda. 

Start studying in 2006 a technical specialty of film and television camera, his other passion, and at the end he 
returns to do the suitcases to Madrid , worked in several advertising and documentary production companies, 
highlighting Nuestro campo bravo, an episodic documentary about the brave bull that received several 
national awards.

After returning from Madrid with the beginning of the crisis, he alternates his computer studies with 
production works for the company Gato Cultural and Teatro del Gato, where he will take production among 
other projects of the I and II Provincial Performing Arts Congress. He continues to be linked to them in the
Manual de Bricolaje of Miguel Romero Esteo's  directed by Rafael Torán, premiered in Malaga in 2011, as well 
as working as a sound technician with Animalicos a text by Daniel Martos directed by Sebastián Sarmiento 
from the company La Imprudente.


